Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical School District
Regular School Committee Meeting
Essex Technical High School
565 Maple Street
Hathorne, Massachusetts 01937
Media Center (Upper Level)
Thursday, March 15, 2018
6:45 p.m.
Approved Minutes

Members Present: Mr. Di Luna, Department of Agriculture
Mr. O’Brien, Department of Agriculture
Mr. Demsey, Department of Agriculture
Mr. Armstrong, Beverly
Mr. Marquis, Danvers
Mr. Craig, Essex
Ms. Teixeira, Chairperson, Gloucester
Mr. Lannon, Hamilton
Mr. Hathaway, Lynnfield
Mr. Delaney, Manchester
Mr. Strout, Vice Chairperson, Marblehead
Mrs. Liteplo. Middleton
Ms. Johnson, Nahant
Mrs. Griffin Dunne, Peabody
Mr. Perkins, Rockport
Mr. St. Pierre, Salem
Ms. McDonald, Swampscott
Members Absent: Ms. Amato, Secretary, Boxford
Mr. Prazar, Topsfield
Mr. Nichols, Wenham

Others Present: Dr. William Lupini, Superintendent/Director, Ms. Znamierowski/Business
Manager, Ms. McMahon/ District Treasurer Mr. Morgan/Principal, Ms. Sirois, PTSO President,
1. Call to Order: Ms. Teixeira called the meeting to order at: 6:50 pm.
2. Salute to the Flag
Attendance was taken. There is a quorum.
3. Overview of the Proposed FY2019 Budget
Recommendation: To accept the proposed FY2019 budget for the purpose of holding a Public
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Hearing.
Dr. Lupini: explained to the group where they are in the budget and three changes being made.
The first is group rates being reduced from 5x to 3x and leaving money in the contingency line.
He explained to the group past scenarios that reduced plans people could choose from and plan
elimination. He described to the group what they anticipate might happen with more plans being
offered.
They have also reduced instructional hardware. They have also reduced the replacement of busses
from four to three. Instead of buying a truck they will be leasing a truck. From this point forward
the movement will be in two areas. When we get the final numbers for what out of district
communities will pay and what happens with the state budget.
Ms. Teixeira: Requested questions from the group.
Ms. Znamierowski: discussed the increase in office supplies. The major increase was in the
guidance area.
McKinney Vento also increased. The other is an expansion of the admissions program. There will be
more parent meetings and refreshments will be offered.
Dr. Lupini: informed the group what the parent meetings would consist of.
Ms. Znamierowski: also offered information on Food Services and what is paid. It is a federal
program.
Mr. Marquis: asked about employee benefits and retirement and charging back to food services.
Ms. Znamierowski: described where they are with charging indirect costs to food services. There is a
calculation used for indirect costs.
Mr. Marquis: offered that he feels other districts are charging indirect costs to this budget.
Dr. Lupini: described to the group who came to advertised meetings on the budget.
Mr. Marquis: offered that the increase in the budget has become a downward trend to get us where
we are. We have a 4% increase in enrollment and 4% increase in the budget and new programs
added. He complimented the creativity used in the budget.
4. Public Hearing on the Proposed FY2019 Budget
Ms. Teixeira: called the public hearing on the budget to order at 7:03. She offered the guests up to
three minutes to speak. Nobody came forward to speak.
5. Student Representatives Report:
Gio Montero: reported on basketball and other sports, Tournament records, and outcomes were
reported on with record times being given. There were two coaches of the year at Essex Tech.
Julia Eberhardt: Described the extracurricular programs and what is going on with them.
She also reported on the National Honor Society and members being inducted.
Mr. Strout: Congratulated the student athletes and where they got in tournament play.
Ms. Teixeira: Asked about the student walkout that was to take place on March 14, 2018.
Mr. Morgan: reported that it will be postponed and rescheduled due to the snow.
Ms. Teixeira: questioned if the students are aware of a large student population that want to
participate in the walkout.
Gio Montero excused himself from the remainder of the meeting.
6. Public Comment*
Ms. Teixeira: offered the guests an opportunity to speak
Ann Marie Sirois of Salem, parent of Junior and President of PTSO introduced herself to the group.
She described what is important to her and the PTSO in a new superintendent. School Culture was
described as a concern. Ms. Sirois described how parents feel about the changes. Schedules were
given as an example of a concern. The PTSO feels leadership should attend events.
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“Communication is one of the poorest things done at this school. It is clear by the lack of parents at
this meeting. A notice should have been sent out to parents to let them know that there would be a
forum tonight. All parents should be aware of meetings and encouraged to attend and all are
welcome. Meetings should be published on school website.” Enrollment space and needs were
described as a concern. “We do not need to enlarge our school, but make sure our students are
adequately prepared to continue their education. Our students are not adequately prepared for
college.” She enhanced how much she has done for this school and that her children attended this
school. School safety was a concern. The exceptional faculty and leadership were described.
Ms. Teixeira: offered anyone else to speak. No one came forward.
7. Approval of the February 12, 2018 School Committee Meeting Minutes
Mr. Marquis moved to approve the minutes. Mark Strout seconded the motion.
Ms. Griffin Dunne noted page 6 of the minutes. She would like the reason she recused herself due to
being a member of MASC be added to the minutes and that above item number 9; Mrs. Griffin
Dunne returned. (Ms. Coults will make the correction). All in Favor. The vote carried.
8. Communications
*Town of Danvers, Assessing Department.
Dr. Lupini: described the communication received from Danvers. This communication is attached
to the agenda packet.
9. Superintendent-Director Report
Dr. Lupini: described the items in the report that are going on within the programs and adult
education. The Bio Technology department was selected as an innovative school of the year with a
$5,000,000 grant being awarded.
A number of Essex Tech students were recognized in the White Paper report. The Co-Op program is
now up to 148 students. This is at least five times as many students that have been out on Co-Op
previously. The spring advisory meetings begin on April 5 at 5pm and 6pm.
Mr. Lannon made the motion to approve the Superintendent/Director Report. Mr. Armstrong
seconded the motion. All in Favor.
10. Principal Report
Mr. Morgan discussed and described the details of school safety and future field trips,
a. The administration will provide an update regarding school safety.
b. The administration will provide a report regarding National School Walkout on March 14,
2018
Mr. Morgan: described what happened at the beginning of the school opening. This report is
included in this agenda packet. He gave a timeline of how the safety program was developed and
improvements being considered. He described that the Athletic Center would be their emergency
evacuation site with North Shore Community College being the secondary location. He described the
new security buzzer system, security guard and lobby scan system of licenses to alert of sex
offenders. He described why Essex Tech needs a School Resource Officer and the benefits to be
realized.
Ms. Teixeira: requested questions from the group.
Mr. Strout: asked if two way radios go to the Police Department? Danvers High School has them.
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Mr. Morgan: advised of what they are doing now to make that happen.
Ms. Teixeira: asked if there were more questions.
Mr. Morgan: advised of the documents that are included in this packet regarding the walk out and
casings that were found. Alice orientation and permission slips were received from parents for the
walkout and the deadline was extended due to snow. Students will be escorted by guidance, school
personnel and police officers. Students will not face any negative impact for the 17 minute walkout.
Mr. Lannon: asked how many permission slips have been turned in.
Mr. Marquis: asked who can attend the ALICE training.
Mr. Morgan: advised of who can attend the session.
Ms. McMahon: questioned if door locks were a concern.
Mr. Morgan: replied there are no lock issues.
c. Out of State Field Trip Requests
Mr. Morgan described the details of the following field trips.
● Administrative Recommendation: To approve an Overnight Field Trip for grade 12 Natural
Resource Management students to Perkin’s Island Camping (Mass Audubon), Topsfield,
Massachusetts from June 4, 2018 through June 5, 2018.
Mr. Strout made the motion to approve. Mr. Marquis seconded the motion. All in Favor.
● Administrative Recommendation: To approve an Out of State Field Trip for grades 9-12
Future Farmers of America Dairy Evaluation Team to Cornell University Dairy Science
Judging Clinic and Contest in Ithaca, New York dates to be determined.
Mr. Stout made the motion to approve. Mr. Marquis seconded the motion. All in Favor.
● Administrative Recommendation: To approve an Out of State Field Trip for grade 10 HVAC
students to Viega LLC, Nashua New Hampshire on May 4, 2018.
Mr. Strout made the motion to approve. Mr. Delaney seconded the motion. All in favor.
Mr. Morgan also reported on the 40 hours vs. 20 hours at the athletic center.

11. Subcommittee Reports
Finance Subcommittee
a. Financial Statements
Recommendation: To approve the November 30, 2017 and December 31, 2017 financial
statements and place on file for audit.
Mr. Perkins made motion to approve. Mr. Marquis seconded the motion. All in Favor.
b. FY2019 School Choice
Recommendation: To approve the recommendation that the District not participate in
School Choice for the 2018-2019 school year. Mr. Perkins made the motion to accept. Mr.
Lannon seconded the motion. All in Favor.
Dr. Lupini explained what school choice means to Essex Tech and tuition collection could be
reduced. All in favor
c. Acceptance of Donation
Recommendation: To accept the donation of a 2010 Ford Fusion from Mr. Clarence R.
Blewett of Topsfield, Massachusetts to the Automotive Technology Program. Mr. Perkins
made the motion. Delaney seconded. All in favor
d. Funding Source for Superintendent-Director Search
Recommendation: To approve the recommended funding source for the
SuperintendentDirector Search. Mr. Perkins made the motion to accept. Mr. Marquis
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seconded the motion and asked for clarification of the amount being approved. It is up to
$20,000. All in favor. Ms. Griffin Dunne abstained from the vote.
Next Meeting: Wednesday, April 4, 2018 (5:30 p.m.)
Policy Subcommittee
Review By-Laws Governing the Operation of the Essex North Shore Agricultural and Technical
School District. Liteplo described to the group of when the presentation of the new by laws will be
presented.
Next Meeting: May 10, 2018 (5:30 p.m.)
Personnel Subcommittee
Next Meeting: April 10, 2018 (5:30 p.m.)
Ad Hoc Naming of the School Subcommittee
● The School Committee will consider the name of the school.
● Tentative Meeting Minutes of October 19, 2017, November 15, 2017 and February 8, 2018.
Ms. Teixeira: brought up the minutes and there should be some changes made. The minutes are
tentative and will be adjusted. She requested that Tom St. Pierre describe to the group where the
committee is at this point.
Mr. St Pierre: reported to the group that they will be recommending that the name be changed
Ms. Teixeira: recognized Mike Searles from Representative Speliotis’ office. She also described to
the group the work that has been done in regard to the legal opinion of the name change. “This
subcommittee is recommending that the school committee accept the legal opinion of the name
change. What name do we want to keep? What to do for a shorter name? How to phase out Essex
Tech? We will start with a motion a recommendation to accept the interpretation of the legislature.”
Mr. St. Pierre seconded the motion.
She offered the opportunity for questions from the group.
Mr. Di Luna: had copies of what was circulated of from senator Tarr and house counsel comments.
The comments and emails were distributed to the group and will be included with these minutes.
The group reviewed the distribution.
Ms. Teixeira: Described to the group that the minutes are depictive of what happened at the
meetings
Mr. Marquis: questioned the budgetary amount for the name change regarding uniforms….
Dr. Lupini: advised the group of where they are with phasing the name change in. The reasonable
assumption is $400K. Students who have bought clothing for their program would like to be
reimbursed for clothing they have bought. Students would continue to wear Essex Tech uniforms.
There was discussion of how the overall cost could be reduced by students continuing to wear
uniforms that do not have the new name.
Mr. Morgan: described what might happen if teams are wearing the wrong uniform at a state
tournament and school pride could become an issue. Then other people will wonder who this team
is.
Mr. Di Luna: reminded that the school mascot and school color will remain the same.
Mr. Strout: suggested using just the Hawks on the uniforms and no name. He reminded that the
kids wanted branding five years ago, now we have a brand. He feels the kids are getting the short of
the stick.
Ms. Griffin Dunne: asked what name is on the diploma?
Mr. Marquis: Is there any money in the budget to support this name change.
Mr. O’Brien: Reminded, there is a contingency in the budget that could be used.
Dr. Lupini: explained why the contingency should not be used at this time for the name change.
The timeline of the name change was discussed by the group and what the new name will be.
Dr. Lupini: said he had a conversation with students. They believe there will be a public hearing on
this decision. He feels it is important to explain to them why this is happening now and what comes
next. They will be solicited in the future
Mr. Marquis: supports a public hearing for constituents, student body and alumni to weigh in as we
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go through this.
Dr. Lupini: thinks it is complicated to let them know what they have input on. Tonight it is being
recommended to accept the view of legislature and the name change. It is important to describe to
them what they can weigh in on.
Mr. Lannon: suggested the HAWKS and every tech school gets shortened to “The Tech”.
Ms. Teixeira: commented to the group of former committee that was involved during the original
name change. “The community should understand that in 2012 they thought they had the authority
to change the name. The name was too long and the Governor suggested a shorter name. There
were no bad intentions when we called it Essex Tech.” She explained what the word tech means and
that it includes agriculture. “The word tech was used to mean everything. Students weighed in on
the name. There were several meetings and no legal representation came forward. We understand
that the word agriculture is just as important as the word tech. This only sets us back and affects
the culture of the school and has led to a lot of confusion. There are probably things out there that
we have not considered. Public input is important and we owe it to them. She is concerned that
people think they do not know what they are doing. We need input from the community and what
their members are thinking about this name change.”
Mr. Di Luna: questioned that five years later is not correct. He said the letter was dated in 2013.
Dr. Lupini: corrected that the letter was dated 2015.
Mr. Di Luna: argued that the society (Al Craig) sent the letter.
There was discussion about the letter and when it was wrote.
Mr. Craig: felt the letter was written four years ago.
Mr. St. Pierre: commented on what the feeling was when the letter was received. “We are just going
backward.”
Ms. Griffin Dunne: stated she is happy with the new name of the school. “It embraces the heritage
and history of this school. If you put this out to the public you are going to get a lot of different
responses depending on age.” She described what the word agriculture can mean to different schools.
She described the tradition of this school and what its intent is. She described how the public views
this school and their own nicknames for it. School names and changes were described to the group.
Peabody Veterans Memorial High School vs. Essex Tech. “No matter what you name a school it is
never short enough.” She recommended the timeline that should be used for expenditures of new
uniforms and letter head. “Personal choice will convey with the name change.” She described this
situation that happens at colleges with logo changes. She is in favor of an expenditure of diploma
name changes. “There will be people upset no matter what.”
Mr. Marquis: suggested deferring on a name change decision and offer public comment to avoid
confusion. “Get input and then take the vote.”
Mr. O’Brien: suggested voting on the legal name and having a hearing later. He suggested the vote
tonight to make the legal name the legal name and to take votes later on a shortened name
Mr. Di Luna: Corrected the letter date to September 15, 2015. “A hearing can go out to what the
logo is, but we have to recognize that in 2014 the legislature named the school.”
Mr. St. Pierre: Suggested going to the legislature with the new name, logo…..So future committees
do not have to waste time on this.
Mr. Di Luna: stated, “This is not a waste of time. We are not renaming, it was improperly named in
the first place.”
Mr. St Pierre: took note of the comments he made. He made the motion to accept the interpretation
of the legislature that the name of the school is Essex North Shore Agriculture and Technical School.
Mr. Hathaway seconded the motion.
The motion is that the committee accepts the interpretation of the legislature that the name of the
school is Essex North Shore Agriculture and Technical School.
Mr. Di Luna: Questioned if it is high school or school?
It was determined that it is only school. A unanimous Roll Call vote was taken.
Ms. Teixeira: offered ideas of public meeting
Julia Wersackas: Suggested a strong marketing and branding will be needed for school culture.
Mr. Marquis: Offered a motion to establish a public hearing to consider logos.
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Ms. Teixeira seconded the motion.
Ms. Liteplo: questioned who the public hearing will be open to?
Mr. Craig: questioned how this information will get out to the member communities?
M. Teixeira: suggested how the school committee gets the word out. It is up to the committee
members to advocate to their communities.
Mr. Lannon: questioned that this will be a separate meeting?
Mr. O’Brien: Suggested coming up with three different names prior to the public hearing.
Ms. Teixeira: suggested getting public comment first and then voting.
Ms. Liteplo: suggested calling it an initial public hearing.
There was discussion on how the public hearing has to be announced.
Ms. Griffin Dunne: suggested how to put this information on the school website so people can
understand what has been done and the letter from Mike Searles should be included.
All in favor. Dates were suggested and will be decided later.
12. FY2019 Budget Vote
The School Committee will consider approval of the proposed FY2019 Budget as recommended by
the Administration and Finance Subcommittee.
Mr. Marquis made the motion to approve the FY2019 Budget. Mark Strout seconded the motion.
Ms. Teixeira: Described the history of the budget and positive additions being made to the school.
We are doing a lot with this budget.” She supports the budget and thanked the administration for
their hard work.
Ms. Griffin Dunne: stated, she is impressed by this process. There is a lot of discussion in Peabody
and she can go back and report why the budget is what it is. She is excited for the new programs
and supports what it does for the kids. She knows the difficulty in crafting a budget and appreciates
the transparency.
All in Favor.
13. Old Business-None
14. New BusinessMr. Perkins asked a question about the student of the year.
Dr. Lupini will get him an answer.
Mr. Lannon: had a question on the walk out. He suggested pre-registering students for voting at the
walkout.
There was discussion about registering students to vote prior to the walkout.
15. Warrant
Mr. Perkins made the motion to approve the warrant. Mr. Lannon seconded the motion. All in Favor.
16. Superintendent-Director Search
Mr. Mike Gilbert, Massachusetts Association of School Superintendents, will inform the School
Committee of data collected via the survey and focus group regarding the desired criteria and
attributes of a new Superintendent-Director. The School Committee will discuss and take action
regarding the Superintendent-Director Search process.
Ms. Teixeira: Introduced Mr. Gilbert and questioned if the group had seen the email on the survey.
The Administration dismissed themselves.
Mr. Gilbert: Described to the group the results they were reviewing on the documents presented.
He reviewed the highlights that are attached to this packet. There were 500 responses and students
were the primary respondents at 55%, 19% staff members, 15% parents and 7.5 % residents of the
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community with no children at Essex Tech.
The number one area of the selection criteria is safety. Number two is culture/climate, not just for
students but for staff.
Ms. Teixeira: reminded there was a staff focus group scheduled today with about 15 staff members.
Mr. Gilbert: Also listed education, tech and agriculture understanding, success in developing a
budget, leadership skills, visibility, experience with curriculum, equity among staff and students,
communication with diverse groups, community relations, and enrollment space needs, social
emotional and digital learning were high on the results. “These are the areas I am recommending we
utilize going forward.”
Ms. Teixeira: asked for comments. She questioned the chart included in the packet and felt
communication with town leaders is essential. “Communication with municipalities for projects is
essential. This is a primary criterion.”
Mr. Gilbert: explained how communication skills were compiled into the survey results.
Ms. Teixeira: reminded that this was part of the search requirements from four years ago. “This
message is key to the success of this school.”
Mr. Di Luna: This is a function of the student participation that is why it is down to twelve percent.
Ms. Liteplo: questioned how these survey results will translate into the search?
Mr. Gilbert: explained how the information will be given with a question guide. Some options for
questions will be given. Questions you cannot ask will also be given.
Ms. McDonald: asked, “Will you be breaking down the focus between responses from staff,
students……”
Mr. Gilbert: answered, “No, there is not that capability and all voices were included in each
response.”
Mr. Strout: agreed with Ms. Teixeira’s statement on conveying the mission statement of this school.
“We also need someone who will do educational rounds and visit classrooms and the principal.”
Mr. Gilbert: responded, “Yes, visibility was a big part of the survey responses.”
Mr. Marquis: noted that the budget was a modest part of the survey results. “Collective bargaining
is a very important skill necessary of a superintendent.”
Mr. Gilbert: replied, “The general public does not see it as a skill of the superintendent.”
Ms. Teixeira: reminded, “We need to vote on the criteria tonight. There are thirteen criteria and
collective bargaining is not one of them.” She requested a motion to accept the thirteen criteria.
Mr. Marquis made the motion to accept the thirteen criteria. Mr. Strout seconded the motion. All in
Favor.
Ms. Teixeira: reminded, “The next time we meet we will be interviewing internal candidates.”
“We need to decide what night we are going to hold the interviews. It will be up to you to have
between two and four questions for the candidates. We will go around the table and present our
questions to the candidates with no discussion of their response.” She also suggested a meet and
greet to spend time with candidates prior to interview; a chance to have informal time with stake
holders.
Mr. O’Brien: asked, “Are these open to the public?”
Mr. Delaney: asked, are we going to make a decision that night?
Ms. Teixeira: described scenarios at the public meeting regarding a decision being made.
Mr. O’Brien: asked about executive meeting.
Mr. Gilbert: stated, “No, executive session is not an option.”
There was discussion about the meet and greet and candidate interviews.
Ms. Johnson: questioned how the contract would work out.
Mr. Gilbert: described how contract negotiations would work. “Generally the first contract is three
years. The interviews are an hour long. The candidates are offered time for opening and closing
statements. You will get 14-15 questions asked in that time frame. My recommendation is to
immediately deliberate about internal candidates vs. external candidates. You will be given a full
packet for each candidate prior to the interviews.”
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Mr. Marquis: questioned references.
Mr. Di Luna: asked, “If we move on to external candidates can we return to internal candidates?”
Mr. Gilbert: answered, “Yes, if you do not find an external candidate, it is possible to offer an
internal candidate an interim position.”
Mr. Di Luna: asked, “Will we get a copy of their thesis?”
Mr. Gilbert: answered, “No, just transcripts for degree proof.”
Mr. Marquis: asked, “Do you do a credit check?”
Mr. Gilbert: replied, “No, not in Massachusetts. They are internal candidates and working here
now.”
Mr. Di Luna: asked, “How do you choose the sequence of questions?”
Ms. Teixeira: suggested how the sequence and questions can be asked. “Is there anyone not
interested in asking a question?” No hands were raised.
Ms. Teixeira: suggested, “Some questions take longer to answer than others. We should extend the
time to 1.25 hours from an hour.”
Mr. Gilbert: explained that the candidates will be told how much time they have.
Ms. McDonald: suggested, “Maybe there should be a priority for questions.”
There was discussion on how the questions are asked, how they are broken down, and the area the
questions relate to, the length of the questions, and follow up questions. Ideas were shared on how to
format the questions.
Mr. Gilbert: stated, “We need a date during the week of March 26th-30th.
Ms. Teixeira suggested Thursday. She took a show of hands for Thursday, March 29 th. A show of
hands for Monday was taken. Ms. McDonald has a conflict on Thursday, March 29th at 6pm.
Mr. Gilbert and Ms. Teixeira: discussed how the information will be disseminated to the group. The
timeframe of the interviews and the meet and greet was discussed.
Ms. Teixeira: confirmed that everyone understands how the interview night will be set up. The
meet and greets will be separate.
Mr. St. Pierre: reminded not to communicate with other committee members via email. This cannot
happen.
Ms. Teixeira: explained why this cannot happen. “This cannot be discussed amongst ourselves until
after the interview. Our business must be done in the public.”
Mr. Perkins reminded this is Mr. St. Pierre’s last meeting and he has been a great resource to the
school committee. Mr. St. Pierre will be presented with a plaque at a later date.
17. Discussion Items That Were Not Reasonably Anticipated by the Chairperson (M.G.L., Chapter
30A – Section 18-25)
18. Adjourn.
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm.
**All Documents are on file in the Superintendent/Director’s office**
Respectfully submitted by the Recording Secretary.
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The listing of matters includes those reasonably anticipated by the Chair in accordance with M.G.L., Chapter 30A, Section 18-25, which may be
discussed at the meeting. Not all items listed may in fact be discussed and other items not listed may also be brought up for discussion to the
extent permitted by law.

*Public Participation at School Committee Meetings (File: BEDH)
1. At the start of each regularly scheduled School Committee meeting, individuals or group representative will be invited to
address the Committee.
2. Public Comment shall be for a period of 20 minutes and shall generally follow the opening of the meeting. The Committee
reserves the right to rearrange its agenda to accommodate scheduled presenters.
3. Any citizen wishing to speak before the Committee shall identify themselves by name and address and shall speak for no
longer than 3 minutes. No citizen may speak more than once without permission of the Chair. All citizens shall speak to
the full Committee through the Chair and shall not address individual members or administrators.
4. Individuals may address topics on the agenda, items specified for public comment, or items within the scope of
responsibility of the School Committee. The Chair shall rule out of order any individual who fails to honor the guidelines
or who addresses a matter inappropriate for public comment.
5. Improper conduct and remarks will not be allowed. Defamatory or abusive remarks are always out of order. If a speaker
persists in improper conduct or remarks, the Chair may terminate that individual’s privilege of address.
6. All remarks will be addressed through the Chair of the meeting.
7. Speakers may offer such objective criticisms of the school operations and programs as concern them, but in public session
the Committee will not hear personal complaints of school personnel nor against any member of the school community.
Under most circumstances, administrative channels are the proper means for disposition of legitimate complaints
involving staff members.
8. Written comments longer than 3 minutes may be presented to the Committee before or after the meeting for the
Committee members’ review and consideration at an appropriate time.
9. The Chair shall have discretion to allow public comment during discussion of items appearing on the meeting agenda.
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